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Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)

The COVID-19 pandemic has created the largest disruption of education systems in

history, affecting nearly 1.6 billion learners in more than 190 countries and all

continents. Closures of schools and other learning spaces have impacted 94 per

cent of the world’s student population.

As the health crisis unfolded, causing massive socio-economic disruptions, Montfort

School was swift to react and adapt, responded quickly to ensure education

continuity and protect the safety of our students, staff and parents. Ensuring learning

continuity during the time of school closures became a priority for us, requiring

teachers to move to online delivery of lessons. The massive efforts made by our

teachers in a short time to respond to the shocks to education systems remind us

that change is possible. We have used the crisis as an opportunity to find new ways

to address the learning crisis and bring about a set of solutions by integrating a

hybrid model of teaching and learning previously considered difficult or impossible to

implement.

The school closures have made ripple effect in the lives of parents as they had to

spend significant greater share of additional time for childcare, health issues of near

and dear ones, cope up with major financial problems and household tasks. I salute

all the parents for providing everything possible for the children during these difficult

times and doing your full time duty at home as a teacher by monitoring the online

classes and motivating children to do their best in order to continue their education.

I declare the parents as the Champions of the School during this academic

year 2020-2021. The management wishes to sincerely express our gratitude to

every parent for the generous gesture of paying the school fee and for supporting

the school during these very difficult days.

Bro. Shine Alex

Principal
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I appreciate the Vice Principal for being an effective

leader and facilitating engaging, enjoyable

education environment for the students of

Pre- Primary and Primary Grades. I admire all the

coordinators for conducting numerous creative

activities online for our children, to enable their all

round development and growth . I acknowledge the

contributions of every class teacher for providing

quality education, to keep up our high academic

standards and striving for excellence even during this pandemic period.

Let us praise God for guiding and for protecting us from every danger during

this pandemic period. Let us thank doctors, nurses, front-line helpers,

government officials and our leaders for their selfless service to the suffering

humanity. Let us appreciate all the teachers for easily adapting and ensuring

the continuity of education. Let us congratulate every parent for becoming a

teacher at homes and being a champion of the academic year 20-21.

The battle is not yet over…let us pledge to follow sincerely and absolutely

all covid appropriate behaviour at all times, everywhere for the safety of

one and all around us.

Principal

Bro Shine Alex
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Great ideas that transformed the world were all conceived and began in human

mind. Great thinking has led to countless inventions and changes in the society. The

potential that human thinking holds is something which is unparallel. This year’s

E–Magazine is titled “Beautiful Thinking”. The idea sparked from the efforts of our

students and teachers of Primary and Pre-primary Wing who were able to see a ray of

hope and positivity amidst the looming darkness that has encapsulated us due to the

pandemic that has struck the globe.

In many ways the pandemic has forced us to adapt and adept to the demanding

times. The school has swiftly switched over to virtual platform to continue the process of

education and to make the teaching- learning process more effective, efficient and

enjoyable in a safe milieu.

Teachers have been at the forefront in fighting against this global pandemic.

They have embraced the present situation with positivity and used it as an opportunity

to grow. They have made incredible efforts as they leapt with zeal, commitment and

creativity in this virtual platform. It is true that their involvement was unseen for the

public at large but they have contributed immensely through their educational

endeavours. I sincerely thank our dynamic teachers for their valuable contribution in

the field of education during these testing times.

Dear students you have walked through these troubled days courageously. You

have made many adaptations to the new learning environment. Virtual learning which

was totally new to you a year ago has become part of your learning today. You have

fought against the virus and emerged victorious at the end of this academic year by

your active participation in all the activities organized by the school virtually. You have

inspired us with your determined and disciplined attitude.

Bro. Jomon Joy

Vice-principal
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Dear parents all the progress and learning that your children have made

particularly this year was purely due to the encouragement, support and effort that

you have taken. You have created a positive ambience of learning at home thus

taking the classroom to your own house. To make this happen you have made

adequate arrangements, enormous preparations and have foregone many of your

comforts and conveniences. We sincerely express our gratitude to each one of you

dear parents for standing with the school and supporting us during these difficult

times.

Let us gratefully appreciate and acknowledge the innumerable and selfless

services rendered by the brave hearts or the frontline warriors especially the health

department, the police department and the volunteers all over the world who have been

working tirelessly putting their own lives at risk. Their selfless service is commendable.

Let us in spirit wish and pray for these people and also for all the people who have been

affected by the virus directly or indirectly. Let us remember them in our daily prayers.

Each issue of our school magazine is a milestone that marks our growth, unfolds

our imaginations, and gives life to our thoughts and aspirations. It unleashes a wide

spectrum of creative skills ranging from writing to editing and even in designing the

magazine.

I sincerely thank Rev. Bro. Shine Alex and Rev. Bro. David Indwar for their

constant support and guidance. I congratulate the entire Editorial Team,

Co-Ordinators, Class teachers, IT department and other Subject teachers of

Primary and Pre-primary Wing for their hard work and dedication in making this

dream come true as we strive towards excellence. You have fought against all odds

to make this happen. You have faced innumerable challenges to get the things done as

we were interacting in a virtual world. This E magazine is the fruit of your hard labour.

Humans have the innate ability to change and adapt to the environment in which

he/she is placed. We have been journeying through these troubled times very cautiously

and courageously. I am sure we have made many adaptations to our lives based on the

demands that were enforced on us. We have proven once again that we can fight against

all odds and come out triumphantly if we have the determination and dedication to the

task that is before us. Let us all strive towards making this world a better place live.

Bro. Jomon Joy

Vice- Principal.
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FROM THE EDITORIAL DESK

Dear Readers

Greetings from the Montfort family

Home is the first school and School is the second home. In fact,

today it has come true. Coronavirus has altered our life including our

school system, teachers, children, and parents. Let’s avoid the negativities

and look into positivity. Right now, we see ourselves, collectively facing

this pandemic, a situation for which we had no experience and little

preparation. And, at this time, when the whole world is battling against it,

Montfort School has added another feather to its cap; the E-magazine, to

provide our students a stage to bring out their creative thoughts and

expression.

Michael Jordan said ‘Talent wins games, but teamwork and
intelligence win championships.’ This magazine, indeed, is an honest

effort to showcase not just the talents of our budding authors, poets and

artists, but also to give them a platform to launch themselves and touch the

sky. The outstanding articles, poems and artwork of our gifted and

innovative minds are sure to captivate the imagination of the readers. With

complete faith in their hard work, we are sure that their original ideas will

certainly excite and elate your thoughts.

The Editorial team takes this opportunity to express its sincere

gratitude to our Principal, Rev. Bro. Shine Alex, Vice Principal

Rev. Bro. Jomon Joy and Middle school incharge Rev. Bro. David, for

entrusting us with the responsibility of adding another chapter to the

history of Montfort. We thank our Vice Principal Rev. Bro. Jomon Joy for

being a constant support throughout the process, from the

conceptualization of the idea to the last stage.

We also extend our heartfelt gratitude to all the parents for their

continued support to the institution and its endeavours. “Dear Parents,
you have, indeed, walked the extra mile to ensure that our children make
the best use of their time.”

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)
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We hope that you would enjoy your journey as you sail through this

enchanted ocean of brilliance. We wish you all happy and fun-filled days

with your loved ones.

May God Almighty keep us all safe and healthy.

Happy Reading

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)

Editorial Team
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Darbe
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Rakshabandhan Celebration

Hridhaan Jadhao UKG-A

Dhruvi Bokade UKG-C

Shubh Sable LKG-B

Kayra Shrivastav LKG-C

Anvay Gaikwad LKG-B

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)
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Naksh Waghmare UKG-B

Sayantika Banerji UKG-D

Arhan Shete UKG-B

Mitansh Sathwane UKG-D

Yatharth Harshe UKG-B

Saanvi Mate UKG-B

Divyansh Neware LKG-BDivyansh Palke LKG C

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)
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Gunjan Navgire UKG-B

Riyanshee W. UKG-A Aradhya Mate UKG-B

Navhan Rowchaudhry UKG-C

Arnavi Kumbhare  LKG- A
Shanvi Jha Nursery- B

“GLITTER, SPARKLE, SHINE”

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)
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Prasanna Bhusari Nursery AVanshika  Sharma  LKG A

Rehan Waghmare UKG-B

Hardik Bhondwe LKG-B

Ikshit Lohakare LKG-C

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)

Tasmay Deshmukh LKG-B

Arna Borkar UKG-A
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Nakshatra Prajapati  LKG 

-A

Shaurya Nayak UKG-B

Daksh Choudhari LKG-B

Vijaylaxmi Deshmukh 

Nur- B

Goraj Chavan UKG-D

Nayra Zade UKG-B

Arya Zade UKG-D

Aarja Ikhar UKG-B
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Aarav Narad II-C Anannya Gawande ll-G
Mayank Chaudhari II-C

Kaustubh Nanore II-D

Vansh Thadani II-F Jivesh Kukreja II-F

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)

To love without condition, to talk without intention, to give 
without reason, to care without expectation, that's the spirit of true 

love “Lord Krishna.”
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Tiya Nerker II - F

Niharika Sahoo II - E

Tanishka Tupkar II-B

Shreyas Pathare I - D

Sathvika Kamapally II - D

Seemantini Chakraborty I-D

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)
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Asad Sheikh II - E

Laksh Bhishnurkar ll-B

E. Riya Valentine II - D
Akshat Ganlawar II - D

Aarush Hedau II-B

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)
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Independence Day 

Celebration

Freedom is hard to get, but we were blessed to have it. Let’s appreciate
everything we have and celebrate the great miracle of freedom.

Independence Day has always been a very colourful celebration in
our school, but this time we have tried keeping the same energy through
virtual medium.

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)

PARTH TODKAR  II - E RINZEN WALKE   UKG-C ANVIKA DATTA  II-F

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RAnuyLFdU0 and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKptS-sADZA

21
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This year Covid 19 has shut school indefinitely and added a twist to the 74th
Independence Day celebration. The fervour remains the same, opting for a
virtual root. We had a flag hoisting with few teachers in the school. Students
sang a patriotic song along with their family members in singing
competition. This was an opportunity to enhance the importance of
Independence Day. The competition was enjoyed by each and everyone
virtually. A video was released to keep the spirit of Independence in our
heart.
So, pandemic-induced lockdown or not, Independence Day will be
celebrated with the same spirit of enthusiasm.

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)

AAYUSHI WAGHMARE V-G

ARADHYA BHARNE II-E

NAITIK BAIS   V-E

KAYRA SHRIVASTAV  LKG-C

ADVITA DHANSANDE  UKG-B SAKSHI PANDEY  UKG-D

KABIR KALE   LKG-A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RAnuyLFdU0 and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKptS-sADZA
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DIVIT MISHRA   LKG-B

PRATHAMESH PITAMBER 
UKG-D

ARUSH REWATKAR  LKG-B

ANOKHI VAIDYA V-B ANVAY GAIKWAD   LKG-B

SHAURYA NAYAK   UKG-B

NAMAN WASE  V-G

ADVAIT BAGADE   UKG-A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RAnuyLFdU0 and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKptS-sADZA
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LAVANYA WAIRALE  UKG-B

NYASA AKARTE UKG-D

REYANSH TELRANDHE  UKG-D

SWARANSH CHAWRE LKG-B

NAKSH WAGHMARE  UKG-B

KRUSHIL KAMBLE  UKG-A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RAnuyLFdU0 and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKptS-sADZA
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Swara Meshram LKG-A

Priyanshu Gathale LKG-B

Shreyansh Shahu UKG-A

Vallabh Saurangpate UKG-B

Swara Lakde LKG-C

Yogini Kaner LKG-A

Viraaj Gupta Nursery - B

Shivansh Waghmare
LKG-C

Priyal Vaidya UKG-C

Shaanvi Satish 
kumar Nursery A

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)
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Mitansh Sathawane
UKG-D

Lakshika Raut
LKG-B

Sai Mutkure LKG-A

Eshal Dhakate UKG-D

Saanvi Satnorkar Nursery-B

Lawanya Tekam UKG-B

Advait Raut UKG-B

Khushali Dakhare
LKG-B

Tanishq Ashtankar
Nursery - B

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)26



Aaradhya Nagwanshi LKG-A

Farhan Sheikh UKG-D

Ayansh Patil LKG- A

Arnav Bansod UKG-D

Aahan Sonarkar LKG A

Hardik Bhondwe LKG-B

Aarya Dandekar LKG-B

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)27



Aarohi Bhurde l-D

Aarav Patil II-A

Reevan Madhur

Cheryl Meena II - B

Ketki Satpute II - C

Koshik Dhote l-D

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)

Aaradhay Nagpurkar I-E
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Arnav Tagde I-E

Aayan Tripathi l-E

Sakshat Borekar l-D

Najuka Sahare ll-G

Arya Bhudware l-D

Nakshita Siraskar II-D

Hiranya Deshmukh I-E

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)
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Swara Bhoyar II-C

Nishad Kajne l-C
Arya Budhbaware l-D

Saahas Waidya l-E Rugved Bhoj II-E

Shubhra Thakare I-E

Meer Lonare II-E

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)
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Palak Sontakke II -F

Gaurang Balpand ll-G

Prasanna Lokhande II-B

Shreehan Mahakalkar l-D

Samarth Thakur  l-D

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)
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Advita Kore  II-C
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfOnTT2ogls and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9nJG7ffbO4
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Mruganayani Kadam
LKG B

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfOnTT2ogls and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9nJG7ffbO4
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Ohas Lohakare LKG B 
Ikshit Lohokare LKG  C

Swarali Dhansande UKG A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfOnTT2ogls and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9nJG7ffbO4

Advita Dhansande UKG B

C
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfOnTT2ogls and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9nJG7ffbO4

Ishika Panchbhai lll-C

Shreyasi Dhansande IV-AAnanya Shelki lll-B

Rashi Pardhi lll-G

Advika Mankar V- A
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QiC9oKleq8 and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzKZCs1EBFc
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“ Christmas is the time to give and forgive”. As the day was
near, Students were excited to be a part of Christmas and
New Year celebrations virtually.

Harshika Manjre
UKG-C

Manayra James Anthony  
UKG-C

Aarja Ikhar UKG-B

Joshua Thomas UKG-B
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Aabish Ozair II-B

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QiC9oKleq8 and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzKZCs1EBFc
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Aarya Zade I-C

Akanshi Itankar V-A

Anagha Wakde II-F

Anokhi Vaidya V-B

Arya Pradhan V-F

Avaneesh Khobragade IV-C

Doyel Likhar I-E

Janvi Dhabarde IV-G

With full enthusiasm a video was made
with Christmas carols, message giving
skits were performed where parents
had participated with their kids. To
make this Christmas season memorable
children danced gracefully in the attire
of Santa. 2020 has taught us to be
stronger, healthier and to help us to
find a new path to overcome the stress
where 2021 was full of new
opportunities.
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Purav Uikey LKG C

Rashi Pardhi III-G

Keeping this in mind, no matter where

we are, we have taken 21 resolutions to

welcome the New year 2021 with the

new hope to ensure our success

.Resolutions were taken by the students

where they pledged to inculcate good

habits in their daily routine to make a

big difference in their lives. Christmas

greetings were given by Vice Principal

Rev Bro Jomon Joy.

Revati Nandurkar IV-C

Shaarav Negi III-A

Sharman Bhide II-F

Shrawya Chobe IV-C

Snigdha Waghmare I-B

Vishwada Bhoge III-E

Ethan David and his family III-D

Eva Thakre and family IV - D
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Advik Sonune V-A

Adway Gaikwad V-A

Jeevika Mulmule III-E

Mrinali
Somkuwar III-C

Priyan Sadhu III-D

Ananya Jaronde V-C

Radhika Paliwal IV-G

Ruhamah Chandekar V-F
Vaidehi Bhagat III-G

Anshara Siddiqui V-C
Arpan Tipre V-C

Krishna Karale V-F

Gianna Thomas LKG-B
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Niharika Sahoo II-E

Revati Nandurkar IV-C

Sanvi Tupkar II-E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QiC9oKleq8 and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzKZCs1EBFc
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Niharika Meshram IV-D

Sabrina Khan IV-F

Sanchi Humane I-G

Shaarav Negi III-A

Sharvari Nimbalkar V-BSparsh Shindey IV-B

Swaraj Gajbhiye III-F
Aarav Narad II-C47
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FROSTY FEAST

Exhibiting their talent through songs, 

Carols and dance performances.

Shikhar Chetwani UKG-A

Soham Gabhane UKG-D

Shubh Sable LKG-B
Swarada Shriram UKG-C

Debdeep Das LKG- A

Sakshit Dhoble LKG-B

Mruganayani Kadam
LKG-B

Asmit Bansod
LKG- A

Hemachandra
T.  UKG-A
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Shravi Hande LKG-B 

Arnavi Kumbhare - LKG-A

Arhan Shete UKG-B

Ashvik patil LKG- A
Aaradhya Nagwanshi

LKG A

Shreejit Wankhede LKG-CSwara Bhoyar UKG-B

Advika Gajbhiye
Nursery A
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Republic Day Celebration

Republic Day symbolises the right spirit of independent
India. The day marks the true spirit of a shackle free Nation that

began with the inception of our constitution. The Indian Constitution came
into effect on 26th January 1950 which affirmed India's existence as an
independent Republic. Every year, this day is celebrated with pomp and
show, zeal and spirit, throughout the length and breadth of the country.
This year, due to a pandemic, the day was celebrated in our school virtually.
To celebrate the occasion with enthusiasm, the online celebration of
Republic Day was marked on 25th January 2021. Students of classes I to V,
enjoyed the special activities organised for them, which included a beautiful
rendition of a patriotic singing, an evocative elocution, mono act themed on
patriotism and tricolour badge making, to make students realise the value of
Sacrifice made by our freedom fighters.

Monteunoia

(Beautiful Thinking)

YANIDHYA BANKAR UKG-C

RUTVIJ BHAGADE LKG -A DOYEL LIKHAR I-E
RAUNAK BHAGAT  V - D

GAURANGI WAKEKAR II-E

DHRUVI BOKADE UKG-C

HEMANSH KOHLE UKG-B

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5qDNFRWzxU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPPK8ksV3-w
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A meaningful video was released on 26th January 2021,

presenting message giving skits to explain in simple

language the essence of what the constitution stands for

and what does the Preamble mean. A thought provoking

narrative, based on fundamental rights and duties were narrated by

the students.

"A salute to covid 19 warriors", was showcased to pay gratitude to the

serving community of Doctors, nurses and other members of the society.

Vice principal Rev. Brother Jomon Joy, wholeheartedly greeted the audio
visual made by the students under the guidance of teachers.

YASHSHVI PAKHALE V - A AVANI JERE  III - ANAVHAN 
ROWCHAUDHRY UKG-C

Harsh Yelne UKG-A

G.NAMRATA RAO  UKG-B DIVIT MISHRA  LKG-B

Monteunoia
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5qDNFRWzxU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPPK8ksV3-w

SWARA DAKHANE  III - C

VIHAAN DENGRE  II - E

SHLOK CHILAMWAR  II - E
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DHANSHREE TUMANE  V - A
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5qDNFRWzxU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPPK8ksV3-w

SAI GANDAIT   V - G

AVANI BATHAWE  III - C
GARGI CHAWADE  III - D

TAMANNA BISWAS  V - C

MRINALI SOMKUWAR   III - C

EKANSHA BHUTE UKG-D
SAIE KATHADE LKG-C

ISHANVI WANJARI UKG-C

SAANVI SATNORKAR NUR B

KAYRA SRIVASTAVA LKG -C

NAINIT CHAFLE LKG -C

YATHARTH 
HARSHE UKG-B

RUDHAVI BAHADURE UKG-C
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AARUSH ZOPE   I - E

ESHIT KAMBLE III - B

SHARVI GOTMARE  II - B

Monteunoia
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5qDNFRWzxU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPPK8ksV3-w

SWARA CHARPE  V - D

VEER NIKHADE  V - D

ESHIKA KAMBLE III - A

ADHISHRI VAIDYA LKG-B

AARAV KAPOOR UKG-C

ANVI SHARMA  LKG-B

MRUGANAYANI 
KADAM LKG-B

ARYA ZADE  UKG-D

ADVITA DHANSANDE   UKG-B

KHUSHI SOMANI UKG-D

ARADHYA MATE  UKG-B
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5qDNFRWzxU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPPK8ksV3-w

KUHUK THAKRE   III - D

APEKSHA KATIYAR   III - A

AARAV GUPTA   II - F

SARTHAK NIMBALKAR   III - D

TANISHQA MOON  III - D

Principal, Rev. Brother Shine
Alex, extended his warmest
greetings to all on this
Republic day through a
message, " our students are the
richest source of our nation." A
Republic Day message from a
teacher!, was published in the
newspaper "The Hitavada."
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Due to the outbreak of pandemic in the year 2020-2021, there was a havoc
situation across the globe. During this time the teachers have gone to
incredible lengths to help the students. Their efforts were commendable.
As Montfort school always strives for excellence, even during this
catastrophic situation, it made sure that all the activities and assessment
were conducted as per the planned schedule. The IT department always
came up whenever their guidance was needed.
“The secret of change is to focus all your energy, not on fighting the old,
but finding the new”. This year marked a change in everyone’s life, so did
it brought a big change in the education sector. The teaching faculties have
put their heart and soul in facilitating, directing, guiding and mostly
managing. On a short notice, they shifted very quickly to distant learning
or e- learning. Being amateur still they updated their knowledge and did
what was expected of them. ' An engine needs fuel to run’ The fuel which
kept us running was our efficient school management. Our Principal Rev.
Bro Shine Alex and Vice – Principal Rev Bro. Jomon Joy always stood like
firm pillars during this difficult time in order to help our students ,
teachers and parents. We made sure that teaching and learning were done
diligently and effectively. Our Brothers personally checked and rectified
things and left no stone unturned. No doubt this pandemic was a learning
experience for all of us. It was a blessing in disguise as it taught us to
survive and rise. At Montfort, its every member is a warrior and hence it
was proven during Covid- 19. My sincere gratitude to the School
Management for their infinite support and motivation, my heartfelt
appreciation to all the teachers for working reliably. We could not have
come so far without the co-operation of our parents. Million of thanks to
all our dear parents and students for always supporting us and
acknowledging our efforts throughout the year. “No matter how much
falls on us, we keep in flowing ahead. That’s the only way to keep the
roads clear”.

Superintendent,
Montfort School, Nagpur

Ms. Neelam Samarth

From the desk of 
Supervisor 

Montfort School 2020-2021

Monteunoia
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I feel privileged to share my experience (vivre) as Supervisor of Pre-Primary
Section of our esteemed institution, Montfort School, Nagpur. The pandemic
phase is still on with slight relief due to vaccine but the schools are on in the
virtual form as we cannot risk the lives of little innocent minds, who are
unaware of the pandemic and the extreme precautions it requires when out
of ones house. The pandemic did not deter the teaching-learning spirit of the
students and teachers alike. We, under the able guidance of our management
and Respected Brothers switched from chalk and talk to the virtual mode in
very less time as we needed to be connected to our little ones who are totally
dependent on their teachers for formal mode with participation of parents,
largely, in informal way. We are continuing very efficiently with this virtual
method too, trying out all means to make our lessons interesting and
reachable to the young learners at home. Not only curricular, but every
extracurricular activity for the academic session 2020-2021 was carried out
with the same enthusiasm by students under the able monitoring by parents
at home and guidance by teachers through the virtual classroom. I would
say, pandemic taught us much more. Pandemic made us strong in our will
power/ determination, and paved way for more of critical thinking by the
teachers, increased creativity in their execution of lessons with proper
methodology and learning outcomes, collaboration in their capacities with
colleagues of the teaching fraternity and parents, and thus competent in their
Teaching-Learning process thus teachers too proved equally well as front-
line workers. It transformed the traditional teaching methodology into
digitalization- the need for the 21st century student whose learning is
student-centred. Finally, I will conclude my mesij (message) wishing young
minds happy learning to become strong and worthy citizens of this
motherland as they are proving every day. My prayers and well-wishes for
parents who have always supported us in this noble cause of enriching and
enlightening young minds, my sincere thanks to Management and Respected
Brothers, our strong backbone and best wishes to the entire Teaching / Non-
teaching fraternity without whose cooperation we would not be able to
continue with our Mission and Vision of Service to Mankind !

Thank You, God Bless Everyone.
Pre-primary Supervisor,
Montfort School, Nagpur

Ms. Molly Smith

MESIJ (VIVRE)
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FOR REGISTRATION CLICK ON THE LINK 

ASHOKWAN, GAVSHI MANAPUR, PO, RUIE,  

WARDHA ROAD,  NAGPUR 

https://forms.gle/QuQ3MkEUwu28XLo48 

https://forms.gle/QuQ3MkEUwu28XLo48
https://forms.gle/QuQ3MkEUwu28XLo48
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Prayer helps reduce stress and anxiety, works to spend tranquility,  

and brings optimism, hope, and a range of positive feelings. Prayer 

 sets the tone of the day and thus the learners and mentors of  

Montfort School joined hands together virtually to seek blessings  

of Almighty. 

Arnavi Kumbhare LKG A 

Hridhaan Jadhao  UKG-A 

Khushali Dakhare LKG-B 

Nakshatra prajapati LKG A 

Nidhish Kasulkar LKG-B 

Seeking Blessings of God 

Riyanshee Welekar  
UKG-A 

Swaransh Chawre LKG-B 

Shreeja Borle LKG-B 

Shravi Hande LKG-B 
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Mihika Pardhi - I C 
ADVIKA SELOKAR - I A 

ADWIKA SAWARBANDHE - I B 

NISHAD KAJNE - I C 

KIRAN CHARDE - I C 

ANVAYI CHARBHE - I A 

NINAD CHAUDHARY – 
 I F SANCHI 

HUMANE - I G 

PARIMITA 
LANJEWAR – I A  

AAYAAN TRIPATHI - I E 
MUGDHA 

KSHIRSAGAR - I C 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myg3GfysT80 
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“Kindness is the language which the deaf can hear,  

the blind can see and the dumb can speak”. 

13th November was celebrated as  

“World kindness day” to motivate and  

encourage good deeds in the community  

because kindness is the common thread that  

unites us all. 

 

“Do a little bit of good where you are,  

  It's those little bits of good put together that  

overwhelm the world.” 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOftcOuUGQo 

SANCHIT LOKHANDE - I D 

SWARA KAREMORE - I F 

PRANIT TRIVEDI- l F 
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ABHEERAN EKRE - I B 
ANANDI GHADE - I B 

ARJUN TAIWADE - I E 

RUHAN RAHATE - I C 

DARSHI DHIMAN - I C 

AARYA ZADE - I C 

VIVAAN BHORKAR - I G 

NITSA NIMJE  -I E 

PRIYANSH TELRANDHE - I C 

TRISHA BANKAR - I E 

SARTHAK BHURE - I E 
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2nd December was celebrated as National pollution control day.  

The objective behind celebrating this day was to make our kids aware  

about pollution and the daily acts that have resulted in the surge of  

pollution so that we can try to reduce them. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJlLyJt3aRE 

JATIN THAKKAR - I A 

AARYAN NANDGAWALI - 
I A 

SARTHAK PATHAK - I A 

SWARAJ URKUDE  
 ANGEL PORATHUR- I D 

SWAROOP 
SHINGNAPURE - I A 

PRAGALBH BHELE - I G 
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“The Navy is much more than a job; much more than service to the 

country. It is a way of life. It gets in your blood." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hD8H_sVGxIQ 

Indian Navy always reminds us of all our 

 heroes who stand strong to keep us safe. 

Our children of II standard under  the  

guidance of their teachers , got a chance  

to proudly apprise the unsung heroes  

through virtual platform. Students told  

some incredible facts about our Indian  

Navy that makes us proud. 

 

A poem was also recited by a student in  

honour of Indian Navy. The Indian 

 women navy officers are also at par to  

the men in the Navy.  The team of 6  

glorious women officers of Indian navy  

were applauded by the students. 

 

PARIKSHIT GODBOLE - IIA 
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“From the ocean to the sand, I adore the land. We all should 

salute our soldiers in white and be proud of them.” 

TANISHQ JOSHI II C SOHAM JOSHI II D 

ADVITA KORE II C 

AARUSH HEDAU II B 

SHARVI GOTMARE II B  
ARASH SHRIVASTAVAV –II D 
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National Unity Day or Rashtriya Ekta Diwas was celebrated virtually by  

the students of II standard under the guidance of their teachers . 

 Students took a unity pledge and  paid homage to our great leader, an 

 iron man of India, Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel. 

 

They also presented a scintillating dance performance on the theme  

„Unity in Diversity‟ conveying a message that how we all Indians live  

together unitedly and happily despite being from different religions  

and cultures. 

“Unity is strength…. when there is teamwork and  

collaboration, wonderful things can be achieved.” 

 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Yha1l19Do6FgQtY6cqD5xXdaQSkkJNc1/view?usp=sharing 

PALAK 
SONTAKKE - II F 

ANWIKA 
DATTA - II F 

NIHARIKA 
SAHOO - II E 

ANVI SHENDE II E  65     Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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AARAV NARAD II C 

SWARA VINCHURKAR II B 

AARAV PATIL II A 

AARNA TUPKAR II G 

ARASH SRIVASTAV II D 

AYANA SRIVASTAVA II D  

BARKHA RAJPUT II G 
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Television has proved to be an indispensable medium that has played a 

 crucial role over the past decades , as well as during this prolonged  

pandemic. It proved a crutch to more than a million people united ,  

engrossed and informed with content across genres in multiple 

languages. 

 To celebrate this medium, we Montfortians 

have come with a campaign to commemorate  

World Television Day.  

 

To convey heartfelt gratitude to its  

Distribution associates for their relentless  

efforts, the students of class II showcased fun 

 loving activities along with its invention,  

history and journey till date. 

 ADVIKA MASADE II G 

CHAITANYA SATHAWANE II C 

CHERYL MEENA II B 

DHANI KONDALKAR II G 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QV0XMGJ93Uik4HxtIMdrlmKIj7Nuc4gI/view?usp=sharing 
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ARYAMAN DORLE- II E 

SAMYA ZAIDI II A 

MAYANK CHAUDHARI II C 

ISHIKA WANJARI   II E 
TRISHA BIJWE II F 

VIVAAN ZODE II F 
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“Overcoming poverty is not a task  

of charity it is an act of justice” 

DAIVIK BHALERAO- III C 

DIVYANSHU DESHMUKH - III E 

AARAL BELURKAR -III F 

PRADYUMNA DESHMUKH - III E 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gknvsyKNtmOusoFpL95CF4T07CS4JNi4/view?usp=sharing 
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“ The fastest and cheapest 

way to eradicate poverty is 

not by giving food, but by 

giving hope, love and 

education.”  

SAANVI SABLE - III B 

VEDIKA NIPANE- III C 

SAHAR WALODE - III G 
HARSHID LANJEWAR - III D 
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“Science of today is the technology of tomorrow.” 

World Science day happens every year on November 10th . It is a way of  

opening up the world of scientific research and discovery to engage  

everybody in current scientific issues and developments.  

Our  3rd standard  students  aim to show that although we may not be a 

 scientist or researcher , science is all around us and it is a part of  

everybody's life. 
 

By making science more accessible, World Science day was celebrated in the 

form of an assembly which showcase science can be used to inspire people to 

study and participate in it. 

AVANI BATHAWE - III C 

APEKSHA KATIYAR - III A 

AARADHY DANGRE - III G 

ABHIRAM PODUVAL - III A 
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OMNI RAKHOLIYA - III G 

GARGI CHAWDE - III D 

MANOMAY ROY - III B 

SHLOK PATIL - III F 

OMKAR BANAIT - III G 

SANSKAAR BUCHUNDE - III F 

ZIAAN SHEIKH - III E 

        https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QkHav54hu8XWaxmaGovuKODV6-lbqe_d/view?usp=sharing 
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“Peace cannot be kept by force; 

 it can only be achieved by understanding.”  

ABHIDHNYA WANKHEDE- III A 

ARADHYA RANGARI -IIID 

AADITI GAUTAM-III B 
ANANDI MESHRAM-III E 

TAVISH SAHARE - III C 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sprhfzyBmdQ 
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 All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.  

Everyone has right to life, liberty and security of person. 

SAANIDHYA GANGANE -III E 

ASHVET WANDILE- III B 
DOSHANT MANDHARE- IIIC 

SPARSH WASNIK -III F 
GRISHMA CHAWRE- III F 

JAIS VINCENT -III D 

ETHAN DAVID -III D 
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ABHINAV THAKUR - IV A 

JAVESH KATIYAR - IV E 

ANISHA  PAUL - IV D 

MAYURESH TONDE - IV B 
BHAVIK JARONDE - IV G 

“Ek Bharat Sarva Shreshtha Bharat.”  

As a responsible citizen, we must look for ways to be valuable and 

contribute to society and the nation. we observed Constitution Day 

to commemorate the adoption of the Constitution of India. we all 

pledged to protect the sarva niti of the Constitution. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JbXthjJ07rU&t=45s 
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SWARA LOKHANDE - IV D 

NIHARIKA MESHRAM - IV D 

SAMIDHA TUPKAR - IV F 

PARTH BURMASE - IV G 

SARTHAK RAUT - IV D 

NIDHI MESHRAM    IV E 

VAIBHAVI SHRIVASTAVA - IV E 

“Our Constitution is a ray of hope : H for Harmony, O for opportunity ,  

P for People‟s Participation and E for Equality.” 
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“No matter how poor or rich you are. Always switch  

off the lights and fans when you go far.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GC4ysY96BAM 

ADVAY PURANIK - IV E 

ATHARVA TITARMARE - IV E 

HRIDAYA GAIKWAD - IV D 

ADHISHREE GHARAD - IV B 

ADDHYAY DAMKE - IV A 

DHAIRYA NANDURKAR - IV G  77 
    Monteunoia 
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“Conservation is a state of harmony between 

men and land.” 

SAI SHRASTI SINGH - IV F 

JANVI DHABARDE - IV G 

SAKSHAM CHAPATE - IV E 

DHRUV GARG -IV A 

NAKUL RAUT - IV B 

SABRINA KHAN - IV F 

MRUNAL DOFE - IV F  
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““Do the earth a favour be the energy saver.” 

SAMBODHI HADKE - IV F 

VIVAN KHOBRAGADE - IV B 

SANIKA BINEKAR - IV B 

TEJASVI KAKADE- IV F 

VED GAKARE - IV D 

SWARA KHODATKAR- IV D 

TANISHKA GONDANE -IV G 
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Let's remember all the achievements of the United Nations  

as it strives to make the world a better place.  

ARADHYA  KAMBLE -IV D 

ADHIRAJ THAKRE - IV D 

CHAITANYA HAGONE - IV G 

DAKSH KHOBRAGADE - IV F 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CLA_Sx2lT4 
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“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking  

we used when we created them” Albert  Einstein 

Let us flourish and thrive 

Enlightened everyone to survive  

Gain the right knowledge to foster 

Good values to grow and nurture.  

OM BARHATE- IVG 

DAKSH THAKUR - IV D 

SEJAL MATE - IV B 

ANANYA GANVIR - IV F 
PRAKHYA TEMBHURNE - IV F 
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“The United Nations is our one great hope for a peaceful 

and free world; it has a critical role in promoting 

stability, security, democracy, human rights and 

economic development. The UN is as relevant today as 

at any time in its history but it needs reform.” 

SUHANA THAKUR - IV E 

SPARSH SHINDEY - IV B  

SHREYASI CHAUDHARI - IV C 

SHRAWYA CHOBE -IV C 

SHRIRANG KUKDE - IV A 
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“Health is a state of complete harmony of the body, mind and spirit”. 

 The World Health Organisation (WHO) state , “Cancer is the second –

deadliest disease which causes death among people.” 

 

This was the best time to make our kids aware about National Cancer 

Awareness Day. Under the guidance of the teachers the video was 

made which came out beautifully with the hard work of students. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CLA_Sx2lT4 

GRISHM KAJNE V B 

KAVYA GAIDHANE V B 

ABHINAV JAMGADE V C 
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Students performed a skit to learn about the cause of cancer, 

remedies and precautions for everyone‟s welfare.Awareness about 

cancer was imparted through quotes and poems. 

Dr Sonali Nistane (a parent 

of Arya Nistane) was a part 

of skit where she guided us 

on how we can be alerted 

when it comes to cancer. 

KSHITIJ WANKHEDE V G 

CHITRANSH CHAVHAN V D 
MRUNMAYEE GEORGE V F  

DR SONALI NISTANE 
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Your body is your temple. Keep it pure and 

clean for the soul to reside in. 

VIRAJ FATE V A 

PRATIK WAIKAR V A 

NAITIK BAIS V E 

OJAS VASULE V B 

ARNAV AILWAR V C  
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“Empowering girls for the 

better tomorrow” 

We celebrated the International Girl Child Day on  12th October 2020. 

Students showcased the importance of the day through a dance 

performance and inspirational quotes. 

 

The main objective of this day is to empower women and to help them 

get their rights so that they can face challenges all over the world to 

meet their needs. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CLA_Sx2lT4 

AASTHA GAUTAM V D 

ARYA PRADHAN V F 

ADVIKA MANKAR V A  

KANISHKA MESHRAM V D 
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Give girls wings to fly  

Not the pain to cry and die 

Try to make a smile  

On their face  for a while 

  

ASMITA KATANGE V B 

KASTURI KHADATKAR V C 
GRISHMA LIKHAR V C 

ADVIK SONUNE V A  
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KRISHNA KARALE V F  

KAVYA RATHOD V A  

RADHIKA BAMNOTE V G RAOUNK BHAGAT V D 

MAYANK DOLARE V D 

SHREEANSH KHUSHWAH V C   
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OUR MOTHER EARTH

Earth, the only planet where we can live, today in this modern time we are just not 

caring about our first mother ‘Earth’. If we don’t start caring from now on we would 

regret it. Today the pollution is too much because of us.  Because of these factories, 

not only the air, water is also polluted as we throw  garbage in the water. We should 

throw the garbage in the dustbin but we are just carelessly throwing it anywhere 

which is very harmful for us and also the stray animals like dogs, cows, cats etc. 

YAMINI ADE  (5-D)

This is the circumstance of our rivers. Some people clean this

continuously, but everyone ignores them. If you know there is

2.5% of drinking water left on earth, do you want to pollute

this too? Talking about the plants and trees we are just

cutting them as they are useless. After knowing the plants

are the most important and we are totally dependent on

them, some people are just cutting them continuously, to

make factories and homes, bungalows etc. I know these

factories and homes are important for us to live but,

can’t we grow more plants? Animals are also a part of this

EARTH why are we killing them Why do some people just

want to make them extinct? They also deserve a life, we

should treat them properly, give them some love. I just want

to say, everyone should take care of our planet, we should

not pollute it, at last this is our Earth, we live here, we fill our

stomachs here, this is

our home.

STUDENT’S 
CORNER
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AURIN RAY - 5th D

KONARK  TEMPLE
Last month, I visited the Konark sun temple in Odisha. I

was mesmerized to see the architectural work on the

temple. Konark, sun temple is one of the most renowned

temples in India and is a world heritage site. The name

Konark is derived from the Sanskrit word Kona meaning

(corner) and word Arka means (sun), in reference to the

temple which was dedicated to the sun god, Surya.

Konark temple is also a paragon of Oriyan art and

architecture. The temple was built by the Ganga dynasty

ruler, Shri Narsimha Dev –I in the 13th century. It took

12 years to complete this temple. Although partly in

ruins, its colossal size, intricate stone art work and

diversity of them is expressed, simply taking one's

breath away.

It is a monumental representation of the Sun god

Surya’s chariot. There are two rows of 12 wheels on

each side of the Temple. Some say the wheels represent

the 24 hours in a day (12+12) and some say that they

Rabindranath 

Tagore describes it 

as “POETRY IN 

STONE “.

represent the 12 months. The seven horses are said to symbolize the seven days of

the week. Its geometrical patterns and curved wheels serve as sundials. Wheels can

tell time accurately to a minute including day night.

The sun dial has 8 major spokes that divide 24 hours into 8 equal parts, which

means that the time between the two major spokes is 3 hours. One can witness

three images of sun God in three directions to catch the three rays of the sun at

dawn, noon and sunset. Multifarious images can be seen on the walls of the Temple

that pose animals such as giraffes, elephants, snakes etc.

The sculptures are really mesmerizing. During my visit, I was so absorbed watching

the monuments and architecture and did not realize how I had spent 2-3 hrs

watching them! It was a memorable event in my life and in future if I get a chance

again I would be obliged to visit the place again.
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No matter what’s going 

on in your mind, the 

school memories always 

make you happy. School 

life is the golden era of 

everybody’s life. It is the 

span of your life 

When  you  cry, 

laugh, learn and 

sometimes even 

teach within the 

same walls of the

school building.

Every school 

going student cries when 

the morning alarm rings 

and he has to rush to 

board the bus. And he 

again faces sadness 

when he has to go home 

leaving his dead heart 

friends after the last bell 

rings. 

And the hours spent in

between are just magical.

From the unending talks 

in the buses to the silly 

fights on the playground        

and   from the star in 

the notebook to the 

scolding by 

the teacher, 

everything is 

just 

unforgettable

We must 

always try to 

make some 

very 

beautiful memories in 

every single day and 

every single moment 

which we spend in that 

campus because school 

life may end someday, 

but its memories will 

never leave you alone. 

The school days are the 

best days of life.Child Labour
Labourers below the age of 14 years are called child labour.

India has the largest number of child labourers in the world.

According to the census figure of 1991, India has 11.29 million

child labourers which constitutes the total population of our

country. In rural areas most of the children work as labour in

livestock farming, forestry and fishing. In the urban areas these

child labourers work as vehicle cleaners and domestic servants

etc. They have long working hours with bad and unhygienic

working conditions and low wages. The main reason behind child

labour is poverty. Children born in poor families are forced to

work not only for their own survival but also for their family.

Awareness of the people and government also complas poor

parents to make their children employed as labourers in

agriculture farms, factories, brick kilns and as domestic

servants. Let us all take a

step to ban this evil.

THE  UNFORGETTABLE  SCHOOL  DAYS.

Vidhi Nandurkar

5- D 

Parthavi Bobade 5- C 
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China is a dictator country.

they deceive themselves

also and other countries. but

they are bit clever, because

they are selling their

ventilators and the face-

masks to other countries.

Don’t know whether they are

selling used or not used

items. therefore, we should

be a little cautious. they can

create another virus. we

have seen in the news that

covid-19 patients’ number

has highly increased in India

and other countries

especially in Italy and the

united states. Still the

Chinese haven't stopped

buying and selling of exotic

and endangered animals.

the covid-19 is affecting

everyone irrespective of

race, caste, colour, religion,

and food habits. however, it

is affecting more to adults

than children.

therefore, my suggestion is

to increase your immunity

power to fight with the highly

contagious and

unpredictable covid-19

virus. so, follow this mantra.

LIVING  WITH  COVID-19  - THE PANDEMIC

ARNAV PADOLE  (5-E)

A Threat : 2.0
A Normal day begins in

2020, as everything was

normal, but after some days,

Some people were dying just

because of a normal cold

and cough but this was not

just simply cold and cough.

News spread, Threats came

and a new name in our life

was revealed – Corona Virus.

Every day new cases were

revealed, threatening the

lives of millions of families

sitting at home. Not only

India but also the whole

world started suffering. The

government felt Helpless

and the whole world was full

of sorrow.

Each and every person was

seen at home. The most

famous and busy square of

Mumbai was empty today. It

was just because of the

government’s final opinion -

The Lockdown. all the

doctors were researching

and finding the medicine for

coronavirus, The government

also took precautions

against coronavirus and told

people to stay at home till

this situation gets better.

As a Disease needs its cure,

this novel coronavirus also

needed its vaccine. So what,

Doctors from worldwide

started researching, testing,

making and finally the dose

came. In the starting weeks

of March the vaccine

was

given to doctors, health

workers, and police. Later

on, Now it is being given to

elder citizens that are over

60 of age. But that now the

vaccine is out, people have

forgotten that covid-19 is still

affecting people. So I just

want to remind everyone

who has forgotten that

corona is still there, please

stay at home until you and

your family, neighbours ,

relatives and close friends

get the vaccine.

Tejaswini Nair - 5 D
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Well it is always advisable to practice good 

hygiene and caution by avoiding:-

1) Close contact with individuals who are      

suffering from respiratory infection

2) Frequently wash your hands for 20 seconds.

3) Avoid touching your eyes ,nose and mouth

4) Cover your mouth and nose with your elbows 

while you sneeze

5) wear mask and take care of yourself

Introduction- Coronavirus is 

a large family of viruses that 

are known to cause illness 

ranging from the common 

cold to more severe 

diseases like SARS and 

MERS.

Most of us are aware of the 

outbreak of the disease 

started at Wuhan, China 

caused by a new species of 

virus called novel 

coronavirus.

A person 
infected 
from this 
diseases 

may suffer:-

Dry
cough

Mild 
fever

Breathing 
issues

Many of those infected people were either 

working in Huanan seafood wholesale 

markets in the center of the Chinese city or 

frequently buying and selling meat and live 

animals.

It is believed that the virus might have been 

transmitted through direct contact between 

humans and animals or by consuming them. 

TOPIC - CORONAVIRUS

{COVID-19}

Ananya Jaronde - 5 C
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My Father
You are my father

I am your Son.

I feel good when 

you are with me

Like him I become

brave and smart.

When I hold your hand

I feel I got an entire world.

You and me are the best 

friends

I love you Baba.

Shining Sun
Shining, rising early in the morning

brings lights with its rising.

Helps trees for cooking & growing

Gives us enough vitamin D.

Hot and golden looks like orange

No one can reach its range

sources of life for living things

Removes darkness as it shines

Great and beautiful God’s creation

All we call it the shining Sun.

Little Girl
I am a little girl

under a tree.

Counting mangoes 1, 2, 3…

I am a little girl

After a butterfly,

trying to catch, but it flies.

I am a little girl

under the sky 

watching stars up so high.

I am a little girl

playing on sand

collecting shells with my 

friend.

Five Little Fishes 
I have five little fishes,

Small one, fat one, yellow one, 

Black one and orange one

Rani, Mani, Fani, Lani, Dani

It goes up and down 

And swims in water

They bubble in water and play

All day.

Angel Porathur 1-D

Niharika Sahoo 2-E

Aryaman Dorle 2-E

Aradhya Bharne 2-E
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Beautiful, Beautiful, Beautiful

My mornings are sweet and 

beautiful

The chirping sound of birds,

And the peeping rays of sunlight 

Makes my morning,

Beautiful, Beautiful, Beautiful.

Joyful, Joyful, Joyful

The creator craft is Joyful

The little marigold, smile

And the humming sound of bees

Makes my morning,

Joyful, Joyful, Joyful

Little Brown 

Sparrows

Little Brown sparrow,

Flying around,

Up in the treetops

Down on the ground.

Come to my window

Dear sparrow, come !

See ! I will give you

Many a crumb.

Here is some water,

Sparkling and clear

Come little sparrows,

Drink without fear.

If you are tired,

Here is a nest ;

Wouldn’t you like to 

Come here to rest ?

Special Child
I am a special child

I am  good and wonderful child

When I laugh, I make people happy,

When I smile, I light up the room

I am smart and can do many things

One day I’ll show the world

How great I am!

A Wonderful 

Morning

Gargi Chawade 3-D

Jais Vincent 3-D

Manay Umredkar 2-F
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The Earth 
The Earth is the third, planet from the sun

Living on it, isn’t it fun

Land, water is what you find

Be sure to be kind, time it is mined

Wait a tilt, the Earth goes around

The only planet, where life is found.

My Teacher

My teacher is the best

The best there ever was….

My teacher is the best

I love her just because

She always teach me lesson

To make my knowledge 

better

She is the best in the world

I have ever seen

My best teacher is best

The best there ever was

She always help me to

Make my school project

She is the best in the world

I have ever seen

My teacher is the best

The best there ever was

My teacher is the best

I love her just because

Birds

Birds like singing,

Like a beautiful ringing,

From their song,

People feel nothing wrong.

Birds have short tail,

Which is a beautiful quail,

They like to fly,

Up in the sky

So let’s give them food 

and water

To make a beautiful nature

I like them (Birds)

Hope you too like them.

Dear Mummy

Dear mummy,

I miss the food you make so yummy

I loved you when you made a pickle of lime

I always wait when you will come and at what time

because I love your sweet smile

I always think how far are you by mile

Anavi Naik 3-F

Sanskar 3-F

Sarangi Pati 3-A

Eva Thakre 4-D
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My Best Friend
You are my best friend

Forever ! Forever ! Forever !

You never hate me

You always love me

We are the best friend

Forever ! Forever ! Forever

My  Mother
My mother is very good 

She makes delicious food

She sent me to school

She keeps my family always cool

She does a lot of hard work for us

She dropped me at the stop for the bus

Butterfly

Butterfly, Butterfly so cute are you

Purple, white and pink too

So many colours have you, Red, Blue

Black and Orange too.

You shine like a star in the blue sky

You fly like a fairy in the whole sky

You dance on the flowers and then fly

Taking your way into the sky

Till it was time to go to bed

You rise up and go to your work

To nectar up. 

Butterfly, Butterfly so cute are you

Purple, white and pink too.

Hop Bunny Hop

Hop bunny hop,

Be on the top,

You should be there 

Not in the shop

Run bunny run,

And get the bun

Look at the sky,

There is a sun,

Look bunny look

There is a hook,

It will catch you

Jump in the loop

Come bunny come,

In the home,

Come fast, don’t

Roam.. Roam.. Roam...

Tanvi Diwe 3-AKhushi Lakhotiya 5-G

Atreyee Mahajan 4-C

Prisha Gujarkar 5-E
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O God !

O God ! 

O God how beautiful you have made the world 

You have made the Sun 

It is the hot ball of gases and it burns

O God how beautiful you have made the world

You have made the Mountain

Which is a source of fountain in the form of 

rivers and glaciers 

O God how beautiful you have made the world 

You have made the land 

In the desert there is sand 

O God how beautiful you have made the world

At night, when I look at stars and the moon 

They look as if they are singing in a tune 

I wonder and wonder to see your beautiful 

creation

It is a great source of inspiration 

Popcorn

Pop, pop, popcorn,

Popping in the pot !

Pop, pop, popcorn

Eat while hot !

Pop, pop, popcorn,

Butter on the top !

When I eat  popcorn,

I can’t  stop !

For Teachers

Thank You, teachers

For reaching deep in me.

To find all I can be,

You make me believe in 

myself,

You never gave up on me.

It is really a pure bond 

between you and me.

Akshara Lonkar 5-G

Gautami Mahajan 5-A

Manikarnika Andeo 5-E
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Thank You

Thank you, Mom

Thank you, Dad

These two small words 

Add so much fun

I am never bear to see you sad,

So I will pray to god for there warmth

For your all love and support,

Thank you word seems too short for you

Now it's my time to make you happy.

Friendship

When you smile,

I get a reason to cheer,

All the special movement so 

rear,

All the things my dear

With you, life is so meaningful

My friend you are truly 

wonderful

I like you lot!

My School

School, School, School

My school is beautiful,

Wonderful, joyful

And colourful.

School, School, School,

My school is beautiful,

It has great teachers,

Loving brothers and good features.

They are very careful,

We are very thankful.

School, School, School,

My school is beautiful.

Nature

The sea is blue

The sky is blue

The trees are green

And the plants are too

We are on the earth

The earth is round

We can listen the 

Sound around

Radhika Bamnote 5-G
Tritha Kawde 5-A

Sparsh Barde 5-A

Advika Mankar 5-A
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A Teacher

A Teacher is someone who loves you 

from the bottom of her heart,

Side by side or miles apart, 

She is a mirror of whom we are reflection, 

And when she teaches you it's a satisfaction.

Friends come and go, 

but her lessons stay with you forever,

Her teaching is worth more than a thousand friends, 

and she loves you without any end. 

I am blessed to have a teacher like you,

The greatest gift from god I ever knew!

My Birthday Cake

Yummy Yummy Yummy,

You look so cool

Red roses on white base,

And cream so full

My birthday Cake, I dreamt of you

My day became special with you

Yummy Yummy Yummy

My birthday cake… so beautiful !

Save Water

Save, save, save the water...

Save water everyday,

Water is very essential...

Save water everyday,

Every time we used to drink...

that is water, that is water,

Water is our life...

without water nothing will survive...

Water for bathing, water for planting

Water for cooking, water for washing

Water for everything!

"We must save the water."

Shreyasi Dhansande 4-A

Krishna Karale 5-F

Anwika Datta 2-F
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Assessment and sharing 

progress reports were 

integral parts of the 

teaching and learning 

programme at school. 

Therefore, in order to 

share comprehensive 

feedback regarding child’s 

progress we have 

conducted “VIRTUAL 

PARENTS TEACHERS 

MEET” informing parents 

about their ward’s 

achievements

***Progress***

A Little progress each day 

adds up to a big result.

During the pandemic, the 

school fervently embarked 

on the E-journey of 

teaching learning in the 

month of April and from 

thereon has used various 

innovative pedagogies to 

make it as effective as 

possible.

SHAARAV NEGI– III A

SARTHAK PATHAK– I  A
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SARTHAK BHURE– I  E

PIYUSH CHAKRADHARE 

IV D

SPARSH BARDE – V A

RISHI CHAUDHARI – V A

KETAN PEDE – III E
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REYANSH PATIL – I A

SHIVANKSH HARNE – I A

SWAYAM THAKRE– III A

SIDDHESH SHARMA – V E
YOHAN RAKHUNDE – IV E

SHLOK BHAGAT – V A ANSH BOBADE – I G
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RUTVIJ BHAGADE-LKG AARAVA KAPOOR – UKG C VIRAAJ GUPTA– NUR B

VIRESH AWASTHI – II GSHOURYA BISHWAS  – V B

VIHAAN DHENGRE – II E

DAKSHTA JAIN – IV F
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It is rightly said the great joy of 

teaching is a healthy relationship 

that develops in the classroom.

The outburst of the pandemic had 

shrunk school, that half-day of 

chatter, learning, unlearning and 

finding a place among peers, to a 

tiny voiced screen.

Children are really missing all the 

fun they had with their classmates.

So in order to rebuild that 

connectivity among the students and 

their teachers in this virtual 

platform various team-building 

activities like Treasure hunt, Memory 

game, Emoji and Sports Quiz, Guess 

the song and Simon says have been 

conducted according to the houses 

i.e. Red, Green, Yellow and Blue.

MUNAF ANSARI – II B 

ARADHYA URKUDE – II B 

HARSH DHAGE – II B 
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These activities not only fostered healthy competition and 

community spirit. But also brought a smile to the face of our 

kiddos who were feeling isolated and upset by the loss of 

connection with their classmates due to physical distancing.

CLASS IV-D

CLASS I-E

CLASS V-B

When ’I’ is replaced by ‘We’ 

Even ‘ILLNESS’ Becomes ‘WELLNESS’
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CLASS I-C

CLASS II-A

CLASS II-A

CLASS I-C

CLASS IV-B
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CLASS I-E

AROHI RAGHUTE-II B

CLASS V-B

CLASS II-F

CLASS V-D

CLASS V-E

CLASS II-B
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Kantesh Lekurwale V-F Nirmit Kathaler V-C

Arya Pradhan  V-F Ruanshri Raut I-C

Saahas Waidya I-E

Saksham Barahate III-E

Siddhesh V-E
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Ishika Panchbhai III-CPritha Lokhande III-E

Tamanna Biswas V-C
Sanvi Ladekar III-E

Kasturi Khadatkar V-C

Saanidhya Gangane III-EMonteunoia
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Bhakti Deshmukh III-E

Daivik Bhalerao III-C

Siddhesh V-E

Manikarnika V-E

Kasturi Khadatkar V-C

Anugrah Pedraj V-B

Tamanna Biswas V-C
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  LUVYA  AHUJA IV B  

MAYURESH TONDE IV B    MOHAL KUMBHARE IV B  
     ARCHIT GONDANE  

IV B  

      NAKUL RAUT IV B  
    NAYAN ITANKAR IV B  OSHIN TARARE IV B  

RIYA NANOTKAR IV B  RUCHIKA MATIKHAYE IV B      RUCHIT HETE IV B 
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CHINMAY AKRE I E 

PIYUSH 
SHINGURKAR I E 

JAYANT VINCENT I E 
ARADHYA KOHALE I E 

AAROHI MANDVE  I E 
VEERA BOBDE I E 

ARNAV TAGDE I E 

AARUSH ZOPE I E 

AMEY BORIKAR I E 

HIRANYA 
DESHMUKH I E 

PARTH SHRIKHANDE I E 

ANWIKA DATTA II F 
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ANANNYA GAWANDE  
II G 

ANANYA BANODE II E ADVIT THAKRE II C 
ADVIKA MASADE II G 

ANVIT GAWANDE 
IF 

ANWIKA DATTA II F ANSH VAIDHYA II E 
ADWAIT VEMDE II F  

ANTARIKSH 
GONDE II D 

ANANDHI GHADE  
I B 

ADHVED GIRHE IB 
ABHAV BHASKARWAR  

I B 

"IN DIVERSITY THERE IS 
BEAUTY" 

   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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SUNIDHI SINGH III E SWARA BOKSHE III C 

SWARA DAKHANE III C 

SWARA LOKHANDE IV D 

SWARA KUKDE IV E 

SWARA CHARPE V D 

SWARA DHOBADE V B 

SWARA HATWAR III G 

ARUSHI GIRADKAR V D  

   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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 SEJAL MATE IV B 

AARYA DANDWATE V B 

SPARSH SHINDEY IV B 

AGASTYA RAUT III F 

AKSHAY VERMA  V G 

ANVI NAIK III F 

CHAITANYA DAKHODE 
IVD KHYATI SINHA V G 

KHUSHI LAKHOTIA V G 

KANTESH LEKURWALE VF 

   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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PRIYANSHU SAHU IV E 

MAYANK CHOUDHARI V B 

SOHAM SEN V D 

PRATIK WAIKAR V A 

LAVANYA MUDE V F SOHAM GONDHULE IV C 

MRINALI SOMKUWAR  III C 

SOHAM SHRIKHANDE IV E 

ARYA WAGHMARE IV C 

NAITIK BAIS V E 

SOHAM THETE IV E    Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 

183 



TRISHA BANKAR I E 

ADVAITH JOSHI  
II B 

AARADHYA HIWASE 
II D 

SARTHAK  BHURE I E 
ANAGHA WAKDE  

II F 

AABHIR LAPSE I B 

SVANIK KANFADEI E 

AAROHI ZADE I E AANAYA SHAHU II E 

ROHINTH JIBHKATE I E 

AKSHAT GANLAWAR 
II D 

"WE DON'T REMEMBER DATES WE 
REMEMBER MOMENTS" 

   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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SOHAM UPASANI IV C SOUMYA NIKHAR   III C 

SUHANA THAKUR IV E SPARSH WALDEY III D 

SPARSH HATMODE III F 

SRINIT AKOTE V F 

SUHANA SINGH IV D 

SPARSH BARDE V A 

SPARSH WASNIK III F 
SPARSH MAHAKALKAR IV E 

SUJAN BHAGAT V F 

   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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SWARA MESHRAM V B SWARA RATHOD III C TASHI SHENDE IV E 

TEJAS  MAGAR V E TEJASHWINI PATIL IV C 

TRISHNA KURVE V G 

TIRTHA KAWDE V A 

VAIBHAV PARATE IV E 

TEJASWINI NAIR V D 

TUSHAR  PARVADIYA IV G 

   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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VAANI GAKARE IV C 

VAIBHAVI SHRIVASTAVA IV E 
VAIDEHI BHAGAT III G 

VAISHNAVI KHAPRE III E 

DISHA NARAYANI V C 

 ABHINAV JAMGADE V C 

ARNAV AILVAR V C  

VAISHNAVI SAHU III G KASTURI KHADATKAR V C 

SWAYAM THAKRE III A   

VATSAL KHIRATKAR V E 
   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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VEDHAS BAKDE IV E 

VED GAKARE IV D 

SANA SHEWARE V C 

VEER WANKHADE III E 

VEDIKA NIPANE  III C AVANTI SHIRKE V C 

MRUNALEE GANVIR V C 
VIDHIKA GAJBHIYE III B 

GARISHMA LIKHAR V C  

NIRMIT KATHALE V C 
   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 

188 



TAKSHA BHALADHARE III G 

VRUNDA KUMBHARE III D 

YATHARTH  SONTAKKE IV G 

YASH TELRANDE III F 

YAMINI ADE V D 

YASHSHVI PAKHALE V A 

YASH NARAYANI V G ZIAAN SHEIKH III E 

VISHWADA BHOGE III E 
   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 

189 



VIRAAJ FATE V A 
VIREN CHANDRIKAPURE III E YATHARTHA KOLHE III E 

VINEET MAHAJAN III A 

YOHAN RAKHUNDE IV E 

VISHESH RAMTEKE V D 

VIDHIT CHOUDHARI III G 

VIGHNESHWAR NAGELLIWAR IV G  

YESH UIKEY V D 

YATHARTH GEED IV E 

   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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VEER NIKHADE V D 

SWARA DABHADE VG 

TANISHQA MOON III D 
TAVISH SAHARE III C 

TANMAI WAIRALE III E 

TANISHKA PALI III G ADEETI TAYWADE IV B 

SHRIYOG BODKHE VG VIDHI ZADE V D 

   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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SWARA ZOD  III C 

SWARAJ GAJBHIYE III F 

YATHARTH SAKHALE III G 

TANISHA BANODE V B SPRUHA PATIL III A 

TANUSHREE DHOLE IV G  

ANUJ GAIKWAD III A TANISHKA LOKHANDE III E 

TAPUR MESHRAM III E 

   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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NAITIK THAKRE  IV B   MRUNAL BAHADURE IV B           
 AARAV PATIL IV B  

ADHISHREE GHARAD IV B  

   ADAWAIT PAWAR IV B  

  AKANSH MISAL  IV B  

                  ANAY CHAUDHARI IV B   

AROHI CHATPALLIWAR   IV B   ADVAIT KATHALE  IV B  

 ANSHIKA BHAGWATKAR IV B  

   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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ASHHAR BAIG IV B CHHAYANK WADHE IV B EMILY D’SOUZA IV B  HARDIK NERKAR IV B  

HARSH YADAV IV B    HRUSHIKESH  SHEJOLE  IV B      JIVITESH REWATKAR  IV B    KRISHNA SHENDE IV B  

LAVANYA MAHULE  IV B  ANAY THAKRE IV B  AKSHARA DHORE  IV B  ANURAG DANGE  IV B  

   Monteunoia 
(Beautiful Thinking) 
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